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What is it? Identity theft is the stealing of someone else’s personal or financial identity to either gain something like money or to ruin someone’s reputation.¹ Some online identity theft schemes include email phishing attempts to lure victims into revealing personal information (e.g., passwords, addresses) and stealing driver’s license, credit card, and checking account numbers by hacking into private websites.² (Also see Phishing Scams.)

Who can be a victim? Identity theft is a crime that can affect anyone, regardless of age, gender, or race.³ In 2014, the estimated total value obtained by identity thieves was around $16 billion.⁴ According to the FBI, identity theft was ranked one of the prevalent crimes in the US since 2009.⁵

About 29 percent of identity theft victims are 18–29 years old,⁶ and homes with three or more children under the age of 18 are at greater risk than those with no children.⁷ It appears that having more children in a household increases the chances of children using the Internet with less parent supervision and those children unknowingly revealing too much information online.

What can be done to reduce your chances for online identity theft? One of the top ten ways to protect children’s online privacy is for adults to talk to children about the consequences of sharing too much information online with strangers. Only 69 percent of adults actually talk to their children about giving out personal information, which is why it is important for adults to become educated about identity theft and talk to children about preventative practices to protect personal information and reduce victimization.

There are two federal laws that protect the privacy and online safety of children: the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act of 1998 (COPPA), which protects children under the age of thirteen, and the Children’s Internet Protection Act (CIPA), which protects children’s access to harmful or obscene Internet content. To learn more about these laws, check out the following Federal Trade Commission and Federal Communications Commission websites:
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For more information and to learn how to protect yourself from online identity theft, check out these suggested readings and resources:

- StaySafeOnline.org (National Cyber Security Alliance): Parent Resources https://staysafeonline.org/